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Abstract 
 

Spatial Quantile Regression model is proposed to estimate the quantile curve for a given probability of 
non-exceedance, as function of the covariates and the location. C-vines are considered to represent the 
spatial dependence structure. The marginal at each location is an Asymmetric Laplace distribution where 
the location parameter is a function of the covariates. The full conditional quantile distribution is given 
for the Joe-Clayton copula. The problem of crossing curves will be discussed and an approach for the 
regularly varying distributions, is proposed.  
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1. Introduction 
In several applied statistic fields, extreme events are due to a combination of several interrelated events. 
When the relationship between the variable of interest and covariates is linear with normally distributed 
errors, classical regression models allows to estimate the conditional distribution of the central part such 
as the mean (El Adlouni et al. 2016, Gòmez et al., 2016). However, for extremes, the quantile regression 
(QR) model is one of the most suited models. Such models represent the effect of covariates on different 
quantiles especially for low probability of exceedance. Koenker and Bassett (1978) presented the 
problem of QR as linear optimisation problem with asymmetric loss function.  
Two main points will be discussed in the present study. The non-crossing problem due to the estimation 
of the quantile curves separately, and the implementation of the Quantile Regression approach in spatial 
modelling. For the first point, the proposed approach is based on the assumption that the residuals have 
a regularly varying distribution. For the second point, a spatial Quantile Regression model based on C-
vines copula is considered different spatial dependence structure. The marginal at each location is 
Asymmetric Laplace distribution, the location parameter is a non-parametric function of the covariates 
and the spatial dependence has a C-vine copula structure. The full conditional quantile distribution is 
given for the Joe-Clayton copula. 
 
 
2. C-vine copula  
A bivariate copula � is a distribution �: �0,1�� → �0,1� with uniform marginal. Sklar theorem (Sklar, 

1959) shows that, for any bivariate distribution F  with continuous marginal 1F  and 2F , there exist a 

unique copula �
. , . �, such that : 


��, ��� � �����
���, �
����  ,          ∀
��, ��� ∈ ��  (1) 
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Theoretically, multivariate copulas are available for high dimensional variables. However, for practical 
statistical inference, hierarchical structure based on bivariate copula offers more flexible procedure (Joe, 
1996).   
 
The pair-copula construction provides a procedure to decompose high dimensional copula into a set of 
bivariate copulas (Aas et al., 2009). This approach allows to combine different families of copulas for 
different pairs of margins and higher order dependencies. Prior dependence structure is selected with 
respect to the causality between the variables and the overarching goal of the study.  
Vine copula approach is based on the similar procedure for some special hierarchical dependence 
structures (Bedford and Cooke, 2001; Kurowicka and Cooke, 2006; Heinen and Valdesogo, 2009; 
Erhardt et al., 2015a,b; Pham et al., 2015). Three main structures are developed in the literature; the 
Regular, Canonical and Drawable vine copula (R-vine, C-vine and D-vine respectively).  
Note that a multivariate copula density is a product of bivariate copula marginal (Joe, 1996; Bedford et 
Cooke (2001); Aas et al. (2009) et Czado (2010)): 
 

�
��, … , ��� � ∏ ∏ ��,
����|
����,…,
������. ∏ ��
���� �!�� ���!�� ���!�    (2) 

 

with   "�,�|�#,…,�$ : � 	 "�,�|�#,…,�$ &���|��# , … , ��$�, ���|��# , … , ��$�'   for  i j<   and   1 ki i< <… . 

The first term represents the conditional bivariate copulas whereas the second corresponds to the 
marginal densities. 
The Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) representation of R-vine copula proposed by Bedford and Cooke 
(2001) allows to illustrate the dependence structure and to simplify the implementation of the 
multivariate model (Brechmann and Schepsmeier, 2013). 
The C-vine copula structure is the most appropriate to model spatial dependencies. It allows to develop 
a k-dimensional distribution based on the (k-1)-nearest neighbors in term of Euclidean distance. 
 
C-vine copula 
The C-vine corresponds to the case where each tree has one node connected to all others (Figure1).  

The multivariate density function of a C-vine in dimension 5d = , could be deduced from Eq. (2) and 
is given by : 
 

���()* � ��	. ��	. �(	. �)	. �*+,,,,-,,,,.	. "��	. "�(	. "�)	. "�*+,,,,-,,,,.		. "�(|�	. "�)|�	. "�*|�+,,,,-,,,,.		. "()|��	. "(*|��+,,,-,,,.		. ")*|��(	+,-,.	   (3) 

 
The regrouped items correspond to, nodes T1, T2, T3, T4 and edge T4, respectively (Figure 1).  
In the case of high-dimensional model, statistical inference may be very requesting in time. Indeed, the 
multivariate model identification is a combination of several steps: (a) selection of the dependence 
structure; (b) best bivariate copula model for each edge and (c) parameter estimation. 
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Figure1: Illustration of vine copula types for d = 5 
 
 
3. Spatial quantile regression and C-vine copula 

The main objective of the present study is to propose a spatial quantile regression model where the 
Canonical vine Copula (C-vine) represents the spatial dependence structure. The marginal distributions 

/
��~123�4
��56
��, 7
��, 8� , 
9 � 1,… , :�, for s   locations, depend on the at-site covariates 4
�� �
�4��, … , 4�;�. The parameters of the local QR model are c

kβ ∈ℝ  for a probability of non-exceedance 

p  and 7
�� is the scale parameter of the residual distribution. The parameters of the QR, at location 

9, 
9 � 1,… , :� can be estimated by maximum likelihood or by regularized approach (Li et al. 2010) to 
ensure the oracle property. In the present work, the maximum likelihood with Lasso penalty is 
considered (El Adlouni et al. 2016). In the next section, the notion of vine copula, especially the C-vine 
representation, is introduced. Then the proposed methodology for spatial QR with C-vine copula is 
developed. The inference is detailed for Joe-Clayton copula and the conditional distribution for a given 
site and probability of non-exceedance is presented in explicit form.  

Let �/
����!�,…,< a spatial random field for a set of s  sites; and =>�
��, … , >�
��?@ the observed sample at 

location  9; 
9 � 1,… , :�.  
For each location  k , the quantile AB
�� of order p is a linear combination of the local covariates, and the 

errors have an asymmetric Laplace distribution and can be estimated by AB
��C �	4
��56
��D , where 6
��D  

is the maximum likelihood estimator of the vector of parameters for the model: 

EB
�� � /
�� F 4
��56
��	~ ALD�0, 7
��, 8�    (4) 

In the case of neighbourhood of 4 locations, the likelihood is deduced from the multivariate density 

function of the vector &EB
��, EB
��, EB
(�, EB
)�, EB
*�'@ . Indeed, the marginal distribution �  of  /
��  is 

�4
��56
��, 7
��, 8� , 
9 � 1,… , :� and the multivariate density is given by (Eq. 3).  

 
Two main assumptions are considered for the proposed model.  

H1: The parameters of the QR model for an ungauged site are the same as the nearest site, 
H2: The multivariate dependence structure of the d-nearest sites, is the same for all location in 

the studied region.   
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The proposed Quantile Regression with C-vine model (QRCV) is based on C-vine copula of dimension

5d =  and ALD as marginal distributions. The Joe-Clayton copula is proposed for all the trees. The 
Joe-Clayton copula is an Archimedean copula with two parameters. A parameter related to the upper 
tail dependence and the second for the lower tail dependence.  The Joe-Clayton (JC) copula has been 
widely used in modeling tail-dependence. It allows both positive and negative slopes for the quantile 
curves (Durrleman et al., 2000). 
 
 
Conditional distribution and the h-function 
In the bivariate case the h-function gives the expression of the conditional distributions. Czado et al. 
(2012) give the expressions of the h-function for some copulas such as Normal, Student, BB1 and BB7 
(JC copula). For the JC copula, the h-function is given by: 

G
H|I�=J1 F &�1 F 
1 F H�K��L M �1 F 
1 F I�K��L F 1'�
#
NO

#
P��

 

											. =�1 F 
1 F H�K��L M �1 F 
1 F I�K��L F 1?�
#
N��

   (5) 

. �1 F 
1 F I�K��L��. 
1 F I�K�� 

 
The h-function is used recursively to deduce the conditional uniform distribution at the ungauged sites. 
 
Conditional distribution at the ungauged station  
In the case of 5 nodes C-vine the conditional distribution at an ungauged location is given by: 
 


>*|>�, … , >)� � QRST,#UV�W
XT|X#,XU,XV�	,			W
XS|X#,XU,XV��
QW
XS|X#,XU,XV�    (6) 

where  


>*|>�, >�, >(� � Y�(*,��

>*|>�, >��	, 
>(|>�, >��		�Y
>(|>�, >��  


>)|>�, >�, >(� � QRVS,#U
W
XS|X#,XU�	,W
XV|X#,XU�		�
QW
XV|X#,XU�   


>(|>�, >�� � Y��(,�

>(|>��	, 
>�|>��		�Y
>�|>��  


>)|>�, >�� � Y��),�

>)|>��	, 
>�|>��		�Y
>�|>��  


>*|>�, >�� � Y��*,�

>*|>��	, 
>�|>��		�Y
>�|>��  

The h-function for the C-vine can be deduced recursively from the bivariate expression and is given by: 
 


>*|>�,>�, >(, >)� � G�G�Z�*,�[Z�(,�; ](*,���	[			G�Z�),�[Z�(,�; 	](),���	; 	])*,��(�    
7� 
 

where  Z��,� � G�G
H�|H�; 	]���	[		G�H�[H�; 	]���	; 	]��,��	,							2 ` a b 9 ` 5 

H� � �
>��, �
. � the marginal of the residuals and ]��,. � 
d, e� corresponds to the parameter vector 

of the JC copula of the corresponding edge.  
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The proposed spatial model may have two main situations. The first one corresponds to the information 
transfer from the neighbours to site with small dataset. In this case, no assumption of stationary spatial 
random field is needed. However, for spatial interpolation, we will assume that the spatial random field 
is stationary in space and time. This is necessary to have the same dependence model between locations 
of the spatial region. Indeed, for a given location, even with no available dataset, the quantile estimates 
are obtained through the conditional local distribution (with ALD distribution as marginal), the spatial 
dependence structure (C-vine copula) and the values of the local covariates. 
Under the assumption of spatial stationarity of the conditional distribution of temperature knowing 

covariates, the distribution of ( )0Y s  at an unobserved location 0s  corresponds to 


/
:f�|>�,>�, >(, >)�  where 
>�, >�, >(, >)�  is the vector of the nearest observed neighbours. This 
conditional distribution can be considered to estimate the pth conditional quantile at the ungauged site 

0s  , and is given by: AB
<g� � h g|i#,…,iS
�� 
8� , where the inverse of the conditional distribution h g|i#,…,iS

��  

has an explicit form. 
 
 
4. Non-crossing quantile regression 
Concerning the crossing problem of the quantile regression curves, a new approach is developed. The 
proposed approach allows to estimate several quantiles simultaneously for regularly varying 
distributions (El Adlouni and Baldé, 2017). The non-crossing property is guaranteed by a constraint on 
the minimal distance that should separate quantiles’ curves, which depend on the extreme index. The 
inference implemented in bayesian framework where the constraints are introduced as priors and the 
conditional posterior distributions are deduced explicitly. Simulations and comparison with previous 
studies (Bondell et al., 2010) will be presented. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
In this study, a new approach for spatial Quantile Regression with C-vine copula (QRC-vine) is 
presented. The C-vine copula structure is compatible with the spatial dependence modelling. The first 
level represents the bivariate distributions of the target sites with the (d-1)-neighbours. The marginal at 
each location is an Asymmetric Laplace distribution, where the location parameter depends on the 
covariates. The maximum likelihood method is proposed to estimate the marginal parameters and the 
Joe-Clayton copula has been proposed for bivariate distributions of the C-vine levels. The QRC-vine 
model has the advantages of the C-vines where the dependence structure can be fixed independently of 
the marginal distributions. We discussed also the problem of crossing curves when the quantile 
regression parameters are estimated separately. A constraints based on the assumption of regularly 
varying errors are considered to ensure the non-crossing even for close probabilities of non-exceedance.  
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